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Latest KB Articles: 

 Unification Slow and identity collectors…. 

 Difference between a delegate reviewer.. 

 Remote agent fails to collect... 

RSA IGL Success Wire - Food Manufacturing 

A large, US Based, food based company, with tens of thousands of employees and contractors 
worked with RSA to provide one unified platform for access reviews and streamline all their 
old manual processes. They were able to easily bring together all their security requirements 
and business goals to drive success.  
Read more here.. 

Trending Link Items: 

• IG&L Webservices 

• Granting roles to a new user 

• Access audit logs 

Final thoughts and comments….. 

 RSA IGL v7.0.x will go End Of Life (EOL) in August 2019, more info found here. We wanted to ensure everyone is aware of this date and can start planning their upgrade 
to v7.1.x. If you need any support or assistance with doing this, please let us know. Note, we have a great recommended practice available on doing upgrades, which 
can be found here, this is a comprehensive guide with all you need to know for doing a successful upgrade/migration.  

 Check out RSA Ideas, this is where you can raise your suggestions for what you want from RSA identity governance and lifecycle. Create your own suggestions or view 
other clients and what they have put forward. We provide a voting system for everyone to use, to help focus in on key ideas. 

 Finally, there is a host of great new features and items in v7.1, for a complete guide and video, please click here 

Recent IGL Ideas: 

 Global Variables 

 Rest API Identity Collector 

 Additional Account info for Attribute Sync 

Latest RSA IGL Version: 

V7.1 Patch 5  

v7.0.2 current patch: 

V7.0.2 Patch 10 

v7.0.1 current patch: 

V7.0.1 Patch 5  

Featured RSA IGL Recommended Practice:  
Joiners, Movers & Leavers (JML) 
 
The Joiner, Mover and Leaver (JML) playbook is part of a series of playbooks that 
provide a cohesive understanding and fundamental picture of the RSA Identity Governance & 
Lifecycle (RSA IG&L) modules with regards to JML use cases. It provides the baseline of what is 
considered within the product capabilities and boundaries, so as conversations occur with 
others there is a common framework/understanding of recommended practices and product 
limitations.  
 
By using the recommended practices playbooks you will have a framework that covers most of 
your needs and that you can easily tweak. This will reduce implementation cost and time. 
 
More information on JML recommended practices can be found here and is available to any 
customer or partner, once they have logged into the RSA Community. 
 
Please let us know if there are any other recommended practices you would like to see: 
rsa.identity.ps.global.mailbox@rsa.com 

Newest IAM Assurance Blueprint: 

 Bulk Application Creation 

How does it help me? Quickly and easily create new 
applications and remove the manual process of doing 
this in bulk. 

RSA Identity Integrated Solutions: RSA IGL with RSA SecurID Access Prime 

Bring RSA IGL and SecurID Access Prime together to benefit from these 2 great solutions with streamlined token management 
though more efficient joiner, move & leaver process, plus lowering the overall administration costs.  More info on this blueprint 
and all it can do, is found here. 

Coming to RSA Conference? Contact Geoff, Jamie & Balaji for 1 hour of free identity consulting at the show.  

Not at RSAC? No worries! Contact Geoff, Jamie & Balaji today to arrange a follow up on this solution and how we can help! 
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